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sive literature) , the reader can consult [4] . Now suppose p is a probability measure on G . If f is a function on G ,
x £ G , and X , X , . . . are independant G-valued random variables each with distribution p , it is of interest to determine the asymptotic behavior of f[X . . . X X x)-as n --> oo . This , of course , is the subject of "laws of large numbers" and "central limit theorems" for the left p-walk on G . (One could analogously consider f[xX.X . . . X ) and the right p -walk on G ) .
The function f is at our disposal here , and it is convenient to have f related to the group-theoretic structure at hand . Furstenberg showed in [3 , $7] that if f is of the form' <H. , k) with <(> an A-cocycle as above and ke K , -i then n f[X . . . X X x) converges with probability 1 to a limit a [<t>) independent of x and k , provided that p is regular enough . CFurstenberg takes p of class B -absolutely continuous with a first moment-but it is clear from [1] that absolute continuity of p can be weakened to the condition that p be is a scalar multiple of a root . But when the real rank of G is > 1 , it is possible for a AGO to be neither in the + _ cone C generated by the positive roots nor in the cone C generated by the negative roots . It seems likely that in this case the corresponding A-cocycle ŵ ould be p-positive for certain p and p-negative for certain other p When p is the class B probability measure defined by a K-biinvariant positive continuous function g of total mass 1 , it is easy to chech that is given by
.,+ '^an have support in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of a given point X £ 0. , Proposition 1.2. implies that a(T(X)) > Q for all positive roots a .
In other words , we have the following (purely group-theoretic) result ; if X , , X , . . . are independent G-valued random variables each with distribution p , then by 2.9 we know that with probability 1 , X . . . X (xk'^A N € E. for some i and some n . This says that X . . . X xAN € E.k , so that x enters one of the ergodic sets for the p-walk on G/AN after finitely many steps .
